TODAY'S BEST TRADING IDEAS

Oil Hit Again, but Is This the Other Shoe Dropping?  
JEFF GREENBLATT  
Focus: STRATEGIES  
Tickets: GS | BOK | SPX

The Weekly Whisper from the Dark Pool: XLF, NKE  
STEFANIE KAMMERMANN  
The Stock Whisperer, here to tell you the Whisper of the week from the Dark Pool for June 7. Financial Select Sector SPDR Fund (XLF) and Nike (NKE). And a recap of past...  
Tickets: XLF | NKE | XLE | ADBX | EEM  
Focus: STOCKS

Higher Gold? Watch the Fed  
BRIEN LUNDIN  
The gold sell-off in gold along with just about everything else in the commodities sector seems like a distant memory, asks gold pundit Brien Lundin, editor of Gold Newsletter. It’s hard...  
Focus: COMMODITIES

Autocar: Cars, China & the Internet  
TIMOTHY LUTTS  
Autocar (ATHE) is a Chinese stock that came public in December 2015 and is a stock on the "buy and hold forever" list, according to growth stock expert Timothy Lutts in Wall Street...  
Tickets: ATHE  
Focus: GLOBAL

JOIN US AT THESE UPCOMING EVENTS

JOIN STEFANIE KAMMERMANN at...  
The TradersExPO Las Vegas  
November 2-4, 2017  
Bally's/Las Vegas

The Legends of Wall Street Cruise  
January 12 – 22, 2018  
Panama to San Diego

Get access to upcoming show information, confirmed speakers, and special events.  
JOIN NOW

SPONSORED CONTENT FROM MONEYSHOW PARTNERS

The covered call is a well-known and popular strategy.  
Clear direction—before you invest. The GPS for the independent investor.  
Why BioStar Technologies Chooses to Invest in Health Spain Alternatives  
Growing investor returns in bull AND bear markets
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Moneyshow is a forum that connects individuals with the greatest minds in the financial industry, who provide advice and strategies that will empower you to make educated, profitable decisions.
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